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many  places  display grea: taste in the combination   of
colours and tinsels.
Indian- gold and silver ornaments often lack that
neatness of execution which is a'characteristic feature in
European articles of a. similar description. To lay by
some money as a provision for a bad day is often a
more cogent reason for the possession of gold or silver
ornaments than personal adornment. Hence massive
solid articles of-soft pure gold are preferred to flimsy
ornaments made of hard alloyed gold but of superioi
workmanship. An Indian seldom purchases gold or
silver ornaments, but he orders the goldsmith to make
them for him, the wages of the maker being paid at the
time-honoured fixed rate on the weight of the metal used.
Such a system does not encourage superior workman-
ship. Still Indian jewellery is not devoid of art or of
delicacy of finish. Mr. Maskelyne in his Report on
jewellery in the .French Exhibition of 1866 remarked:—
"It is said that even that delicate and most sensitive instrument of
touch, the hand of the Hindu, is not sufficient!/ sensitive for fa&Moainf
the finest sorts of Indian filigree, and that children alone are employed
in the manipulation of such a spider-web of wire. Of fabrics so delicate,
nothsng js to be seen among the jewellery at Paris,—indeed the best
of the Indian, filigree, and that by no means worthy of its source, b to
be foiiad a*no®g the articles exhibited under the goldsmith's class*
It is to be remarked of this elegant and primitive —peiisaf*® very
earliest—form of ornament in precious metal, that It had prol»Wy
reached its limits for delicacy and design at a very archaic period, and
has made no real progress in recent times; that, in fact, til® «trif
GraeJc filigrainer worked with, as much facility and delicacy a® tS&e
Hindu artisan of our day, who inherits the skill and the metln&db fee
uses by the direct descent of an iramemorial tradition. But there ajpe

